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ABSTRACT

A description of a slow core meltdown in a liquid metal fast breeder

reactor is presented for the conditions of loss-of-heat-sink following

neutronic shutdown. Simple models are developed for the prediction of phase

changes and/or relocation of the core materials including fuel, clad, ducts,

control rod absorber material ( B X ) , and plenum gases. The sequence of

events is accounted for and the accident progression is described up to the

point of recriticality. The neutronic behavior of the disrupted core is

analyzed in R-Z geometry with a static transport theory code. For most

scenarios assessed, the reactor is expected to become recritical although

large ramp rates are not anticipated.

Work carried OL.. under the auspices of the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Coainission.
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INTRODUCTION

In the final environmental statement^ ' by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission on the construction of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR}

Plant, a hypothetical accident initiated by a loss-of-heat-sink, following

(or associated with} a normal scram of the reactor was singled-out as a

possible candidate for a (serious) core-disruptive accident. The probability

of failure of the decay heat removal system to remove long-term decay heat

from the CRBR has been assessed*- ' to be greater than 10 per year. Further-

more, the potential for a core-disruptive accident in a liquid metal fast

breeder reactor (LfiFBR) following a loss-of-heat-sink, with scram, is generally

recognized' , and the subject has received increased attention recently.

For the LMFBR, there is the concern that, as a result of a core-melt,

core materials can come (in-vessei) into a reconfiguration that ran lead to

recriticality and consequent energetics. In this context the unprotected

loss-of-flow accident and the unprotected transient overpower accident have

received much attention in safety analyses. Noting that core disruption

phenomena are not limited to these two accident scenarios, Chan et al (4)

investigated an alternative core-disruptive accident scenario which led to

the possibility of recriticality. They concluded, independently from us,

that recriticality may occur (for a particular loss-of-heat-sink accident,

with scram) as a result of a gradual meltdown of core steel and collapse of

nonmolten fuel pellets.

We have analyzed possible accident sequences following a loss-of-heat-

sink during normal reactor shutdown in a LMFBR. Design information for the
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CRBR has been used in the specific analysis carried out. The accident pro-

ceeds from the assumptions that 1) a normal shutdown has occurred and

2) all heat removal capabilities have failed, including natural convection.

It is postulated that the ultimate heat sink (water supply or air blast

heat exchangers) fails, but that pony motor flow rate is maintained in the

adi aba tic primary sodiun heat transport system. Gradually, the primary sys-

tem sodium temperature will both increase and become snore uniform. It is

then postulated that electric power is lost to the pony inotors.

The boiling dynamics of sodiun was not addressed in detail, but it was

determined (in agreement with Reference 4) that sustained dryout of the clad-

ding was required for meltdown. Clearly, this situation will eventually

occur for the scenario postulated here. Thus, in the present work, the

analysis begins at the point at which the sodiun uniformly reaches the satura-

tion temperature and the primary heat transfer system is adiabatic.

Post-Dryout Heat-up Phase

A seven subassanbly array model was selected for analysis of the CRBR

core design. The subassembly array consists of a control assembly surrounded

by six average fuel assemblies. Heat transfer between adjacent fuel assem-

blies was considered only as far as the intersubassembly sodium, and then

only during the convective and boiling regimes. It was assumed, after dry-

out of the intersubassembly sodiun, that adjacent fuel assembly duct walls

were at the same temperature so that there was no net transfer of thermal

radiation. However, heat transfer into the control assembly was considered

during all stages of the accident. These assumptions imply that heat transfer

is symmetrical about each of the six sides of the control assembly, which

allows the simple average pin nodalization shown in Figure 1 to be used.
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After dryout of the sodium in the fuel assemblies, thermal radiation

becomes a dominant heat transfer mechanism. Transient thermal radiation

from the fuel pins to the duct wall was calculated using a stepwise procedure

based on the steady-state formulations of Chan et a l / " . Thermal radiation

between the duct walls of the control and fuel assemblies was calculated

assuming view factors derived for infinite parallel plates.

When the steel in the active core region begins to melt, it will relocate

into cooler regions in the axial blanket and refreeze. Subsequent relocation

and solidification of molten steel could eventually cause a plug in the coolant

channel. The position and extent of the steel plug affects subsequent fuel

motion and has an impact on the potential for recriticality. The model used

to predict melting, relocation, and refreezing of steel basically accounts for

energy and mass conservation. Because of the low sodium vapor velocities, only

downward relocation of the steel is expected and modeled. The model utilizes

a stepwise procedure in which a quantity of steel that is melted at any axial

node in a given time step would be relocated into the node inmediately below.

If the lower node is at a temperature below the melt temperature of steel, an

instantaneous energy balance is carried out and some solidification of the

steel «occurs. The procedure continues until sufficient molten steel is solidi-

fied to cause a plug.

ACCIDENT SEQUENCES AND RESULTS

Our assessment indicates that, for high burnup fuel pins, the cladding

could be ruptured by high fission gas pressure in the plenum during or before

the coolant bulk boiling phase. It was determined that fission gas release

could not cause voiding for a long enough time to have a significant effect
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on the heat transfer pattern In the coolant channels. The heat-up progression

Illustrated in Figure 1 therefore ignores the effect of potential fission gas

release. The results indicate that all of the steel will be melted from the

core region, substantially, before either the fuel or absorber materials reach

their respective melt temperatures. Under these circumstances, with all of the

steel support structure removed from the core region, the potential for premelt

relocation of either the fuel or the absorber material must be considered.

Clad and Duct Hall Relocation

The meltdown of the fuel assembly clad begins 9.4 minutes after dryout

and the first steel plug is formed at the bottom of the axial blanket after

13.4 minutes. The steel melting from the core region eventually builds-up

the plug in the fuel assembly over the whole of the blanket region. The duct

relocates into the intersubassembly gap and causes a plug at the elevation of

the lower axial blanket. Melting of the control assembly clad is predicted

to occur 18.2 minutes after dryout. Subsequent molten steel relocation and

heat exchange gradually cause the control cladding to settle in a configura-

tion similar to the fuel assembly.

Since there is uncertainty in the premelt failure of fuel and absorber,

the accident progression has been addressed as shown in Figure 2. At about

14 minutes after the saturation temperature is reached, the clad and duct

wall in the fuel assembly are melted down, while those in the control assembly

are intact. At about this time, the fuel temperature is approximately 2200 K.

This fuel temperature is not high enough to allow fuel slumping, due to possi-

ble loading of upper structures on fuel columns. But, because fuel columns

lose radial constraint after cladding and/or duct wall meltdown, fuel material

may be reconfigured due to toppling. As shown in Figure 2, three cases include
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r
possible fuel reconfiguration at different stages of the fuel assembly duct

wall meltdown. The duct wall of the fuel assembly is assuned either to be

intact (Case A ) , in the process of melting (Case B), or refrozen as a plug

in the lower blanket (Case C).

After the melting of the duct wall in the control assembly, there are

more than five minutes before the melting of fuel and absorber materials.

After the melting of cladding in the control assembly, the control material

may be relocated due to toppling. In high burnup control assemblies, our

assessment shows that the control material has a significant potential to

fragment and can therefore relocate more extensively. Thus, after meltdown

of the duct wall in control assemblies, fuel and control materials may move

together or sequentially. Parametric cases for the recriticality study with

different combinations of material relocations have been analyzed (Cases D,

E and F).

Potential for Recriticality

Values of the multiplication factor (k ) were computed using the two-

dimensional DSN code TWOTRAN^ '. Nuclear data input to this calculation was

in the form of a 9-group cross-section library based on ENDF/B-IV data and

processed through the one-dimensional code 1-DX*-. The results of these cal-

culations are sumuarized on Figure 3, which is a contour map for the k =1

contour for various core and control subassembly heights. It is seen that,

within the confines of the currently used calculational model, "any fuel

compaction greater than 0.12 ro, regardless of the amount of control rod com-

paction, leads to a critical configuration. Since the fuel materials will

ultimately relocate downward (.in a solid or molten state), the conclusion

that recriticality will occur appears to be unavoidable.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The foregoing analysis of the loss-of-heat-sink accident can be summarized

as follows. The initiator of the accident was a total loss of heat sink after

neutronic shutdown at the intermediate heat exchangers, followed by a loss-of-

electrical power to the primary heat transport system pumps. While these are

not necessary conditions for a core meltdown, they are sufficient for the pur-

poses of forcing a meltdown and of simplifying the considerations of pre-dryout,

two-phase sodium flow analysis. After sustained dryout of the clad, which occurs

in not less than 3.3 hours after shutdown, the remainder of the accident is con-

veniently measured in minutes trecriticality is expected to occur within approxi-

mately twenty minutes).

The approach taken to assess the potential for recriticality was basically

an event tree scheme in which branches were developed at points of technologi-

cal uncertainty with regard to material motion in the disrupted core. Each

branch ended with a determination of the neutronic behavior of the particular

disrupted configuration. It was significant to this study that all branches

ended at a recritical reactor and, therefore, recriticality appears to be a

inevitable event in the loss-of-heat-sink accident sequence. The accident was

not taljen beyond the point of recriticality but it was expected, due to the

slowness of the relocation process, that the subsequent material motion will

be benign.

An assessment of the further course of events for this accident would

involve an analysis of coupling between the neutronic behavior and the. dis-

rupted material motion. This analysis would be necessary before the accident

sequence can be extended towards the post-accident heat removal phase. In

connection with the latter, it would be necessary to determine (or postulate)

the mode of restoration of the heat sink.
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Finally» we remark on the relevance of the foregoing work to potential

loss-of-heat-sink accidents in alternative LMFBR designs. The study performed

for the CRBR, although specific to a given reactor geometry, contains features

that are generic. For example, the transient analysis of the control assembly

response would be applicable to other LMFBR configurations undergoing a slow

heatup transient.

For other LMFBR designs, factors which may lead to differences in the

meltdown sequences are related to the presence of internal breeding blankets

(parfait core designs) and in-core test assemblies CFast Flux Test Facility).

These assemblies can provide temporary heat sinks, which could in turn lead

to a less coherent meltdown and relocation pattern in the core. In addition,

these assemblies may provide a mechanism for dilution of disrupted core debris

if significant radial movement of materials occurs and, therefore, may influ-

ence the potential for recriticality.
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